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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, stock slump to start September. showed the sector contracted in August, its first
decline since Trump said he wanted to save Christmas, but shoppers fear tariffs could ruin the holiday season.

Cheaper this week, China devalued the most. In , Jim Wicks was named co-anchor, and moved from the
flagship station of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation in Toronto where he was main anchor. Despite the
various changes, Chancellor was never able to break the grip that Walter Cronkite and the CBS Evening News
had on the American news viewer, although Nightly News was sometimes a strong second place in the
evening news ratings for most of the s. Most news video from on-remote locations continued to be shot in
standard definition at the time, while the network's news bureaus underwent a conversion to HD, which was
completed in The broadcast temporarily relocated to Studio 8G on the same set as of May 8, used for the
studio segments seen during the network's Sunday Night Football broadcasts and its pregame showand where
NBC's Congressional election coverage originated. Title cards and theme music[ edit ] This section does not
cite any sources. Brokaw's presence slowly attracted viewers, and during the s, Nightly News battled for the
viewership lead with World News Tonight. Also with commodity prices and land, metals. He has since left the
television news business and returned to his motion picture career where he got his start. On February
7,Williams stated in a memo to NBC News staff that he would take himself "off the daily broadcast for the
next several days," with Lester Holt substituting for him on the weeknight broadcasts. This came after he
received criticism by U. Those changes also did not last long. American made notes are going to be more
important in China to buy, which bits U. The crazy posted a loss, but it was bigger than expected, revenue also
important forecasts, as did its silent in same-store sales. The following are people who have been the principal
news anchors for the NBC television network's flagship weekday evening-news program, titled since as NBC
Nightly News, as well as its predecessor programs. KCET broadcasts programs that engage, educate and
activate viewers to become involved in the world. Williams later announced that he would be taking some
time off because he had become "too much a part of the news. He works in post-production as a film colorist.
Prior to co-anchoring Nightly Business Report, he was host and managing editor of the nationally syndicated
financial television program First Business. He had told the story several times, including his appearances on
the Late Show with David Letterman and on Nightly News itself only a few nights before several war veterans
who had been with Williams in claimed that Williams had not been present at the time of the crash, but
showed up about an hour later to report on it. After stepping down from the anchor desk on April 2,Chancellor
remained on the program as an editorial commentator until his retirement in Tom Brokaw â€” [ edit ] On April
5,Tom Brokawwho had been serving as anchor of Today sincejoined the program and took over co-anchor
duties in New York City, while Roger Mudd became anchor in Washington. While speaking at a Team in
Dublin yesterday, Counter Francis made his most important apology yet for clerical sex marriage and the
canned's mistreatment of women and children. With the transition to Williams, the show recognized its past in
its opening seconds, with small photos of past anchors and sets and the voices of John Cameron
SwayzeHuntley, Brinkley, Chancellor, and Brokaw, as well as an orchestral version of the "G-E-C" NBC
Chimes serving as an intro bumper, before going into the opening headlines summary read by Williams; this
montage was discontinued on September 17, On December 4,Nightly News was presented with "limited
commercial interruptions" through a sponsorship arrangement with Philipsmarking the first time in its year
history that the newscast experimented with reduced advertising. Over the years, NBR has received numerous
awards. The first regular commentator on the program was Alan Greenspan , then a private economist, who
remained as an NBR commentator until his appointment as Chairman of the Federal Reserve in  Senegal
rallied from a 14 super deficit to beat the Hawks last chance. NBR is also seen internationally through
Worldnet , the U. During this last time helming the network's Presidential election coverage, NBC graphic
designers created images of a giant electoral map on the ice rink at Rockefeller Plaza, and cherry pickers
tallied the electoral vote count on the facade of 30 Rockefeller Plaza this tradition has continued with each
election since then. Except for the few nights when one of the men solo anchored, each evening's program
included one anchor based in New York City and one in Washington, D. On April 30, , a new virtual theme[
definition needed ] was introduced to the show with new graphics and music. NBR operates three reporting
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bureaus with full-time staff members as well as bureaus in Denver, Silicon Valley, and Phoenix operated in
partnership with the public television stations in those markets. On October 10,the newscast debuted an
entirely new on-air look with graphics originally optimized for the full Nightly News anchors[ edit ] The
following are people who have been the principal news anchors for the NBC television network's flagship
weekday evening-news program, titled since as NBC Nightly News, as well as its predecessor programs.


